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‘But the past cannot give us what
the future has failed to deliver.’ 1

excludes the alien, the outsider. If time and
-

—I
with memory is encouraged as the necessary
has been in-

1.2 FRAMING

2

insecure society. Floating on the waves of
time, with social relations that are on the

frame. The end of Soviet Communism with the
subsequent fall of the Iron Curtain in Eastern

-

followed by the al-Qaida terrorist attacks,
constitute the three most crucial of these

cities in which they were enacted, as well as

tion of disagreements.
The urban transformations that have

the city and its territory.
historical events, combined with the develadministrative decisions, and the social

(mostly within the context of larger collectives), via the dissemination of a former
federation, to the literal invasion of urban

city. Today, there are quite a number of

is fundamental to the understanding of the

added to this growing attention to borders.
establishment of an articulated, yet fabricated, cultural heritage that tries to safeguard
both the collective and the individual from
becoming submerged in an ever-increasing
global network of relations, whether social or
economic.

ment, remnants of social housing (both their
ideals and the factual realizations of a less
noble, if not straight-out banal, quality), temnature is both extremely diverse and aimed at
the immediate satisfaction of needs, ad-hoc

seems to be the logical outcome of this

1 Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts:
Urban Palimpsests and the
Politics of Memory (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2003),

2 In The Spatial Turn;
Interdisciplinary perspectives
(edited by Barney Warf and

in relation to, for instance, new
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3 See, for instance: Kim Bouvy,
Niemandsland; Berlijn zonder
de muur/Berlin ohne die Mauer
(Amsterdam: De Verbeelding
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Wall zone,3
differences that reveal a remarkable mix of

and Markus Miessen, Spaces of
Uncertainty
Mueller + Busmann, 2002).
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tached observation.
The Berlin Wall zone can also be con-
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Emmanuel Lévinas using Youri Gagarin7 as the

of an identity. Elisabeth Grosz states that any
-

needs a common formal/architectural language to be able to delimit its territory and
communicate its exclusiveness to outsiders.

rication of the frame is the very gesture that

5

as a nuisance, but rather as a trace of the

8

longer limited to earthly matters, the cosmo-

In other
words, the emergence of the frame creates

traditional dichotomy between natives and
strangers. For Lévinas, Gagarin is a constant
reminder of the fact that, even on the scale

-

Here, destruction literally forms the basis for
construction, as an almost inevitable ecologi-

10

The increase in relations within
the collective world economy has simultaneously resulted in an increase in the need for
local identities, whereby the need for drawing
borders has also risen. This suggests that the

9

-

-

(re)construction.
not accessible to the other. This makes the

cal object used for demarcating territory

blematic in terms of co-habitation.

the construction of borders almost always
entails an element of communication. This
communication can never be treated in a
utilitarian manner alone, as even in its most

1.2 FRAMING

characteristics of collective identity. Since
the 1960s, the excessive increase in globaliza-

ferent forms of debris.4 This debris forms

era of ethnic cleansings and refugee crises,
mass migrations and global mobility for ever

— II

(both of which are, in essence, unavoidable)

feel the desire to slow down, the more we
11

being solely itself) the construction of border

As mentioned before, borders are ex-

contradictory tendency to simultaneously
the collective.6

easily offer a form of stability. Rather, borders

lines: border elements, signs and devices are

collective is no longer restricted to com-

centrates on making these differences and

co-habitation, then the collective claiming of
terms of its legitimacy and eligibility. In fact,

border elements are used to distinguish
the one from the other (with exclusion or
the emerging of identity-based violence, or
-

cations, most notably in the form of the border, but destabilizes these demarcations of

12

of demarcations of territory.

demarcation is always an incision that will

— III
introduced large-scale gathering in urban

inevitably suffers from the inherent lack of

ences of collectivism and the emergent global culture go hand in hand.

The establishment of territorial demarcations means connecting the establishment

memory. The collective, as it manifests itself

ment of the site as well. This measurement

Angelus Novus still
See: Chora/Raoul Bunschoten,
Urban Flotsam; Stirring the City
(Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2001),
5 Raoul Bunschoten uses the

of collectivity has also been
extensively discussed by Guy
Debord in his Society of the
Spectacle. Debord states that

‘Dat is
Architectuur’; Sleutelteksten uit
de twintigste eeuw (Rotterdam:

10 Scott A. Bollens, On Narrow
Ground; Urban Policy and
Belfast (Albany/New York: State
University of New York Press,

12 Ghislaine Glasson Deschaumes
Divided
Countries, Separated Cities;
The Modern Legacy of Partition
(Oxford/New York: Oxford
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object that needs to be constantly addressed
on an individual basis: individual needs, individual taste, individual habits, etc. On the
other hand, the emergence of mass culture
has introduced a sense of collectiveness that

8 Elisabeth Grosz, Chaos, Territory,
Art; Deleuze and the Framing of
the Earth (New York: Columbia
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is not limited to size, but is rather framed by
-

BORDER CONDITIONS
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tion walls, however, never seclude: they are

-

13

there

-

of the Northern-Ireland struggle onto other
tremely obvious, differences. This is in no way

der: while the Greeks are still in a conscious
and deliberate state of denial regarding the

to guard the border, the Turks have been
18

-

are closely connected: not only is the extent
The instalment of a UN buffer zone
considered as a fait accompli, they are the

And do the Nationalists/Protestants have an

14

But both frame and framed also
change as soon as something new is either
included or excluded. The nature of the frame

-

immediately be countered by a vaster amount
of differences.

odd sequence of borders: the almost nonexistent threshold from the Greek side, easily

-

1.2 FRAMING

or boundary.
The frame brings together, but, somewhat like a Debordian détournement, the
lects and thus includes and excludes. Accordcause it eliminates the tendency for evasion.
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-

15

it could
-

within the ward itself. As Scott Bollens stated:
the urban environment. Their function is one
function is rather unique as it commemorates

de-colonizes a territory, but re-colonizes it
as well.16 In short, the law of the existence of

17

A short discussion of the basic character-

-

tive sense is foreclosed as government works
only within the territorial blinders of its sec19
This has, in fact, caused
the emergence of two cities.

events in time, in the struggle for freedom
and self-determination. This is a somewhat
-

during which maintenance of the urban fabric
has not been on the agenda, the result of this
division is the emergence of a sort of ghost
town, a collection of buildings and infrastructure slowly decaying and eroding, like a
wonderful ode to the Zone of Stalker. The
enon indeed.21 The Turkish army has created

dimension of the murals and their aesthetic

issues.
control over it. The border has therefore
shifted inward. The border is, in contrast to
the Greek side, a hard divisional wall, creata rather ambiguous function. They work as

existing alongside other signs, colours and
texts in the city.

-

to the LA gang territory markers,20 but then
—V

-

on both sides where they align themselves
-

of the island has resulted in a border that is a

outsider seems almost acknowledged by two

A remarkable fact is that both mayors
of Nicosia have been maintaining contact
ever since 1974, ensuring that the future

of each country involved. In other words, the
13 Elisabeth Grosz, op. cit.
14 Bernard Cache, Earth Moves;
The Furnishing of Territories
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1995),

17 Ibid.
Ghislaine Glasson Deschaumes
Divided
Countries, Separated Cities;
The Modern Legacy of Partition
(Oxford/New York: Oxford

15 Guy Debord, Society of the
Spectacle (London: Rebel Press),
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18 Scott A. Bollens, op. cit.

Nicosia in 2004, had the good
fortune that several border
crossings between the Greek and

international sanctions, has caused the
suffocation of the city itself: the lack of

20 See, for instance: Mike Davis, City
of Quartz; Excavating the Future
in Los Angeles (New York: Vintage
Books, 1992).

both sides of the border in the old
city centre.

turned the city centre into a decayed urban
fabric that starts to resemble the state of the
UN Buffer Zone. Since the late 1990s, critical
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— IV
Belfast is not a divided city in the classical sense, a city divided in more or less two
halves. Abstractly, it can be described as a
city consisting of a central, neutral zone connecting the northern harbour, the commercial centre, with the university district in the
south, surrounded by wards that are islands
of religiously segregated neighbourhoods.
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voices have started to emerge from within
Turkish society, questioning the invasion,

BORDER CONDITIONS
2 MARGINAL URBAN AREAS

and the drawing of its borders. Any kind of
25

and the
issue of sovereignty becomes even more

2.1 EDGE
2.2 TRANSGRESSION

intervention, and raising doubts about the

by more than just two collectives. According

internal ethnic struggles.22

border in framing territory and identity is a
result of the emergence of the modern
nation-state. Wimmer declares that modern

— VI
Huyssen23 stated that national traditions and

modernization, means the nationalization or
ethnicization of a collective. Whether one

tural globalization. This may mean that these
foundations are written over, erased and
forgotten, or it may mean that they are being
renegotiated in the clash between globalizing
24

-

a notion

discourse of the 1980s, has been used as a
-

other, generation after generation. In this

par excellence’.26
Consequently, architecture, regarded
to the juridical as well. However, in a last
détournement, Giorgio Agamben corrected
this reading of sovereignty emerging out of

sue of which the fragmentary nature forms
the fertile grounds for intervention. The result
bricolage of both histori-

within, will only contribute to the confusion
surrounding the framing of collective territory

23 Huyssen, op. cit.

27

In fact, the simultaneous

and the juridical, have resulted in these indisdwellers have become once again, or still are,
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an equal role.
Still, it is clear that without some form
of clear agreement a border remains highly
contested and can never settle into more
tation. Furthermore, the lack of clarity about

-

26 Andreas Wimmer, Nationalist
Shadows of Modernity (New

(eds.), Divided Countries,
Separated Cities; The Modern
Legacy of Partition (Oxford/New
York: Oxford University Press,

has been removed for a new text.
25 Scott A. Bollens, op. cit.

27 Giorgio Agamben, Home Sacer;
Sovereign Power and Bare Life
(Stanford: Stanford University
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